We compute a family of coverings with four ramification points, defined over Q, with regular Galois group P SL5(2).
Let G = P SL 5 (2) , and denote by 2A the class of involutions of cycle type ( 
.1)).
We consider the set SN i(C) ("straight Nielsen class", cf. e.g. [3] ) of class tuples of length 4, of type (2A, 2A, 3B, 8A) in G = P SL(5, 2), generating G and having product 1, i.e.
SN i(C) := {(σ 1 , ..., σ 4 ) ∈ G | σ 1 , σ 2 ∈ 2A, σ 3 ∈ 3B, σ 4 ∈ 8A, σ 1 , ..., σ 4 = G, σ 1 · · · σ 4 = 1}
The action of the braid group on SN i(C) (cf. [7] or [4] for introductions to this topic) yields the following:
There is a family of covers T → C × P 1 C, where C (C 2 -symmetrized reduced Hurwitz space) is an absolutely irreducible curve of genus zero and for every h ∈ C the corresponding fiber cover is a Galois cover of P 1 C with Galois group P SL 5 (2). 2 ) respectively, it is clear that E is still a rational function field; however the cycle structure of the latter involution in the action on 24 points is (2 12 ), so it is possible that a degree-2 place of E ramifies in F , in which case the rationality of F is not guaranteed.
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We therefore clarify the rationality of this curve by explicit computation. We start with a degenerate cover with ramification structure (2A, 21A, 8), with group P SL 5 (2). We solve the corresponding system of equations for the three-point cover modulo a suitable prime, and then lift and retrieve algebraic numbers from the p-adic expansions. The triple is rigid, but as the conjugacy class of the element of order 21 is not rational, we obtain a solution over a quadratic number field, namely
where (a 1 , ..., a 5 ) := (
From this degenerate cover, we developped a cover branched in four points, by complex approximations, using Puiseux expansions.
This is a non-trivial part of the computations; I will expand on this more closely in a forthcoming paper. Similar techniques were outlined by Couveignes in [1] .
Let C(x)|C(t) be the corresponding field extension of rational function fields for the cover with four branch points. Via Moebius transformations (in x and in t) it is possible to assume a defining
where deg(f 0 ) = 10, deg(g 0 ) = 2 and deg(g 1 ) = 3.
(So we have e.g. assumed the element of order 8 to be the inertia group generator over infinity, and the element of order 3 the one over zero).
Also, assume that for some λ ∈ C the polynomials
(where a and b shall denote the complex zeroes of x 2 + x + λ) become inseparable in accordance to the elements in the conjugacy class 2A .
Once we have obtained a complex approximation of such a polynomial f , we now slowly move the coefficient at x 2 of the above polynomial g 1 to a fixed rational value, and apply Newton iteration to expand the other coefficients with sufficient precision to then retrieve them as algebraic numbers (using the LLL-algorithm). One finds that all the remaining coefficients come to lie in a cubic number field. This already indicates that there is a rational function field of index 3 in the (genus-zero) function field of the Hurwitz space, which would enforce the latter function field to be rational over Q as well. This will be confirmed by the remaining computations.
We now choose a prime p such that the above solution, found over a cubic number field, reduces to an F p -point.
Then we lift this point to sufficiently many p-adic solutions (all coalescing modulo p), in order to obtain algebraic dependencies between the coefficients 2 . These dependencies are all of genus zero, and luckily some of them are of very small degree, e.g. if c 2 and c 1 are the coefficients at x 2 resp.
x of the polynomial g 1 , one obtains an equation of degrees 2 and 3 respectively.
One can easily find a parameter α for the rational function field defined by this equation, using
Riemann-Roch spaces. Now, we can express all the coefficients as rational functions in α, and obtain the following result:
Theorem 1. Let α, t be algebraically independent transcendentals over Q.
Define elements a 1 , ..., a 14 as follows: 
and set f 0 := x 10 + a 1 x 9 + ... + a 10 ,
Then the polynomial f (x, α, t) := f
1 · x, of degree 31 in x, has Galois group P SL 5 (2) over Q(α, t).
Proof. Dedekind reduction, together with the list of primitive groups of degree 31, shows that P SL 5 (2) must be a subgroup of the Galois group. It therefore suffices to exclude the possibilities A 31 and S 31 .
Multiplying t appropriately, we can assume the covers to be ramified in t = 0, t = ∞ and the zeroes of t 2 + t + λ, with some parameter λ. Interpolating through sufficiently many values of α one finds the degree-24 rational function λ = h1(α) h2(α) parametrizing the Hurwitz curve. As e.g. α = 0 and α = 1/2 yield the same value for λ, we set t = C · (
)(s, 0) (evaluating x to a parameter s of a a rational function field, as well as α to 0, and multiplying with a suitable constant C to obtain the above condition on the branch points). Then one can check that over Q(s), the polynomial f (x, 1/2, C 2 · t) (again for suitable constant C 2 to obtain the branch point conditions) splits into two factors of degrees 15 and 16. This means that for this particular point of the family, there is an index-31 subgroup of the Galois group that acts intransitively on the roots. As P SL 5 (2) has such a subgroup and A 31 and S 31 don't, the Galois group for this particular specialization is P SL 5 (2). This specialization corresponds to an unramified point on the (irreducible) Hurwitz spaces, therefore the entire family must belong to the same Hurwitz space and therefore have Galois group P SL 5 (2) over Q(α, t).
We can now specialize α to any value that does not let two or more ramification points coalesce, to obtain nice polynomials with nice coefficients with group P SL 5 (2) over Q(t).
E.g. α → 0 leads tõ f (x, t) := (x 5 −95·x 4 −110·x 3 −150· x 2 −75·x −3) 3 ·(x 5 + 4·x 4 −38·x 3 + 56·x 2 + 53·x −4) 3 ·(x −3)
In fact it can be seen from λ = h1(α) h2(α) (as in the proof above) that the only specialized values for α that lead to degenerate covers (with two branch points coalescing) are α → −4, α → −1 and α → 2.
